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MAKING THE CONNECTION:
Trials and Tribulations of Talking with Mainframers

CHICAGO MEETING TO BE
LARGEST IN ACJS HISTORY

by James W Golden, Arkansas State University

Shaping up as the largest ever, the
program for the 1994 ACJS meeting in
Chicago has over 260 paper sessions,
roundtables, and workshops. Those attending will have a chance to hear one of
the leading criminological scholars in the
country, Elliott Currie, deliver the luncheon address. In addition, the program
includes seven plenary sessions featuring
leading criminological researchers and
criminal justice practitioners.
The plenary sessions will cover a
broad range of important issues in criminal justice and criminology. A session on
"Corrections in the Community" will feature Paul Gendreau, Doris MacKenzie,
and Norval Morris.
John Hagan, James Inciardi, and
Jeanette Covington will address the topic
of "Crime, Drugs, and Urban America" in
another session. The impact of gangs on
communities willbe addressed in a session
entitled "Communities, Gangs and Crime"
and will feature Joan Moore, John
Hagedorn, C Ronald Huff, and Scott
Decker.
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1994 ACJS
Meeting Information
1.

Host Hotel:
Chicago Hilton & Towers
720 South Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60605
(312) 922-4400

2.

Room Rates:
$95.00/single
$110.00/ double

3.

Cut-off Date for
Hotel Reservations:
February 6, 1994

4.

Airline/Car Rental:
See page 17
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Much of research in the early 1990's has taken a new form. The advent of the
personal computer (PC) has revolutionized criminal justice research, just as the
mainframe computer revolution in the early 1970's brought a new dimension to that era.
Not too long ago, criminal justice professors were at the mercy of the campus mainframe
for doing research. Today, the same data file can be analyzed faster and easier on the
computer sitting on the professor's desk. Processing of information on the desktop PC
is immediate. No longer must one wait for the myriad of other jobs to enter the job
stream ahead of our data analysis job. If there is a mistake in the command file,
corrections can be made and the job restarted without trips to the card punch machine,
rekeying program code on a CRT, or resubmission to the job stream only to find that the
machine has crashed. Surely, the personal computer has revolutionized the field of
criminal justice research.
The advancements made in personal computer technology have not signaled a
death knell of mainframes, however. There are many times that professors will be
required to use mainframe resources to conduct research or to manipulate a data set and
extract data in a format that can be used on a PC platform. When this occurs, professors
who are novice to or who have forgotten most of their mainframe training must rely on
university personnel to assist them in operating the mainframe. In this interaction, there
is often a language barrier that creates problems between PC based users and university
mainframe computer support personnel. What follows are a few suggestions learned
from the school of hard knocks. This discussion is by no means a criticism of
mainframers; after all, these individuals have long been charged with the responsibility
of maintaining their university's computer system which was, until a very few years ago,
predominantly mainframe oriented. These comments merely reflect some of the pitfalls
in communication that have developed from having interacted with a number of
different computer services departments. These pitfalls include a different language or
vernacular, major differences in operating systems, and getting help with PC based
programs.
Interpersonal Communications Issues
First and foremost, there are substantial differences in language which must be
overcome if PC persons and mainframers are going to communicate with each other.
While there are a number of protocols, or communications standards, for computers, a
universal translator for PC to mainframe
jargon (spoken) does not exist. For example, the PC person thinks in terms of
bytes, kilobytes, and megabytes. A mainframer is more likely to think in terms of
blocks; which can be either 512 bytes or
1024 bytes in size, depending upon the
operating system. Thus, simple things like
figuring out how many floppy disks it will
take to download a 255 block file can be
difficult at best. The wrong choice of block
size conversion factor translates into a file
which may be too large to fit on the Pc. It
(CONTINUED
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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
Since this is my last message to the ADS membership, it seemed appropriate for me to share my sense of where the Academy is and where it might next
proceed. I admit that the views expressed here represent my own take on things,
but they also are informed by the experiences I have had on the ADS Executive
Board and, in particular, by what I have learned during my term as president.
In many ways, ADS has made remarkable
progress as a professional
organization.
In the past decade, the Academy established Justice Quarterly,
which now is a leading forum for criminal justice research, and then the Journal
of Criminal Justice Education, which has come to serve an important need in the
discipline. The Academy also developed a Guide to Graduate Programs and,
most recently, an Employment Bulletin. Meanwhile, the Academy's membership
continues to rise steadily, and the annual meeting is improving in quality and
broadening the diversity of ideas presented.
In short, the past decade has seen ADS solidify its organizational base and
provide increasing services to its members.
Much of the credit for these
accomplishments,
I might add, goes to Patricia DeLancey, ADS's Executive
Director.
Pat has faced an increasing workload, but through talent and
dedication has ensured that each new venture--whether
a journal or an employment bulletin=has
been implemented
professionally
and with the members'
interests at heart.
Pat and her hard-working staff--Mary Jo Hardcorn and
Deanna, Fred, and Tom Fox--have my thanks and I trust yours as well.
I would be equally remiss if I did not also share my high regard for the
members of the ADS Executive Board, both recent and current, with whom I
have worked. The human capital on the Board is a major reason why ADS has
"gotten its house in order" and emerged as an effective professional organization. In numerous ways, I have been impressed by how much Board members
have cared about the Academy's well-being. The quality of the Board's service
often is hidden from public view and receives little reward, but I am pleased to
announce that the Board's responsibility,
insight, and hard work have made-indeed continue to make--ADS
a vibrant organization.
ADS thus has the organizational
infrastructure
and quality of staff and
Board members to function smoothly for the foreseeable future. Still, looking
to the future, what challenges remain to be surmounted?
Should the Academy
be doing more? And if so, what?
I suspect I could detail a lengthy wish list of things I think ACJS should take
up, but there are six goals or issues that I believe deserve the most serious
consideration.
So, here goes!
1. ADS should make a concerted effort to recruit as members every
criminal justice educator. I firmly believe that through its journals and services,
the Academy has much to offer every person on a criminal justice faculty (and,
more broadly, all those outside academia wishing to consume research on crimerelated issues). But how can we attract those who would benefit from an ADS
membership?
Already, the Academy is exploring different ways to publicize
more broadly what ADS has to offer. For example, led by Marilyn McShane,
this year's Membership Committee is inviting, through a personal letter, every
criminal justice doctoral student to join the Academy. And the ADS Strategic
Planning Committee will recommend that the Academy consider using telemarketing to reach more potential members and dues payment through credit
cards to ease the process of initiating a membership.
Each of us, however, also
can play an important role in alerting the non-members we know to the value of
a membership in the Academy. I will refrain from too much cheerleading, but
I would urge you to invite your colleagues and students to joint ADS. If you
would like some membership forms to aid your efforts, do not hesitate to contact
the ADS national office.
2. The Academy's members must take more responsibility for improving
the quality of the annual meeting. In many ways, I am proud of the programs,
past and present, put together for ADS annual meetings. Indeed, over the past
several months, I have watched Michael Benson, this year's program chair, work
tirelessly-sand successfully--to ensure that the upcoming 1994 Chicago meeting
is replete with exciting and diverse sessions. Even so, since joining the Executive
Board, I have heard a steady stream of feedback that the quality of too many
sessions at the annual meeting is diminished by no-shows, unwritten papers,
unfinished research, and ill-prepared presentations.
Let me confess that I share
some of the responsibility:
I too have shown up at sessions with only tables in
hand. It bothers me, however, that I have slipped in my obligations. The time
has come, I believe, for the Academy's members to embrace a higher standard
of professional responsibility and for ACJS to help fashion a "meeting culture"

that expects the best scholarship we have to offer.
3. ADS must playa more active role in enabling members with research
expertise to participate in the national, public discourse on crime-related issues
and policies. In his presidential address at last year's meeting, Bob Bohm made
a compelling case that ADS had stood passively on the sidelines as America's
crime policieswere shaped by political interests and misinformation.
His call for
the Academy to do something more, to involve its members in the public debate
over crime, should be heeded. The means for achieving this goal need to be
studied carefully, but I am pleased to report that the ADS Executive Board is
in the process of exploring how the research published in Justice Quarterly might
be publicized and how ADS might serve as a more effective conduit between its
members and the media. In the time ahead, I am hopeful that these beginning
initiatives will be expanded and the relevance of ADS to important crime issues
commensurately
enhanced.
4. ACJS should assist departments planning to develop doctoral programs
in criminal justice.
If the historical record on the development
of other
disciplines is a guide, criminal justice's continued evolution as an academic field
will depend in important ways on expanding its number of doctoral programs.
As a sociologist, I am convinced that scholars trained in other social sciences
bring important perspectives to and have a place on criminal justice faculties.
Even so, criminal justice's long-term strength and development will hinge on the
availability of a growing cadre of scholars, whose first academic allegiance is to
criminal justice and who are trained in the rapidly increasing body of knowledge
on crime and justice.
Producing these scholars will require more doctoral
programs, perhaps with distinctive foci and spread across more diverse geographical locations. To this point, however, ADS has not played a sustained,
active role in fostering graduate education generally and, in particular, doctoral
programs. The time has come, I believe, for the Academy to explore how it might
act more affirmatively in assisting departments
wishing to implement PhD
degree programs.
5. ADS should continue to develop resources that can assist undergraduate programs that face challenges to their academic integrity and survival. Too
many criminal justice departments
are getting a raw deal. Often, our under(CONTINUED
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is extremely frustrating to deal with "disk full" errors, and horrifying to get a "file not found" error after trying to move data from
the mainframe to your Pc.
Mainframe novices who started with personal computers
may also be perplexed when data sets are s~nt to them on t~pe,
which will not fit into the disk drives on their desktop machine.
Numbers like 1600 and 6250 bpi can be confusing when it comes
time to decide whether the tape that you want loaded onto the
mainframe will fit. Just remember, a tape formatted to 6250 bpi
(the equivalent of a high density 1.44 megabyte floppy disk)
cannot be read by a 1600 bpi tape reader (the equivalent of a low
density 720 kilobyte floppy disk). When in doubt, just ask the
computer services personnel what type of tape they prefer. They
will usually reply something to the order of "6250 bpi EBCDIC"
which tells you that they can handle a high density tape written in
Extended Binary Code for Data Interchange. You will need to
ask if they can handle 6250 bpi ASCII (American Standard Code
for Information Interchange). The computer center will usually
have a translation program, but you need to ensure that the files
put into your account are in ASCII so that you can do,,:n~oad them
and import them into your database manager or statistical analysis package. Otherwise, you end up with a lot of strange gobbledygook in your file, and a monumental increase in the frustration
level.
It is always helpful to ask questions of the mainframers. They
are usually glad to help you with problems; however, you should
not expect them to answer the same questions time and time
again. Take a tip from your family doctor. He make~ notes on
your medical chart to keep him up to date on your medical status.
You might consider keeping a small notebook with notes on how
to accomplish various tasks such as logging onto the computer,
loading tape, downloading files, or running mainframe programs.
This helps raise your productivity level when it is late at night and
nobody answers the phone at the computer center help desk.

your data have to reside temporarily on the mainfram~.
Even with the movement toward desktop computing, software companies often cannot ensure that their PC products and
their mainframe products work exactly the same. One of the most
commonly used statistical analysis packages is Statistical Package
for the Social Sciences (SPSS). Even though this is one of the
leading statistical packages, it is impossible for the program to
work exactly the same on the mainframe and the PC, Newer
releases of SPSS for mainframes work like the DOS based
versions 4.0 and 5.0. That is, the mainframe versions have
progressed to the point that the command line interface has been
replaced with the more familiar (to DOS based users) SPSS
Manager which offers mainframers
the convenience of the
menus. Unfortunately, translation problems prevent the transference of a data file from the mainframe version to the PC
version without an intermediate step of creating a portable file on
the mainframe, downloading the file and using import filters to
make the data readable by the Pc.
The movement to the Windows environment has further
complicated the issue. SPSS for Windows users find a totally
different interface than DOS users. In fact, unless a syntax
window is specified on opening or manually opened by the user,
the Windows version of SPSS does not make a window available
for typing in commands in lieu of menu operations. Mainframe
versions which look and feel like Windows PC versions are not
currently available, and may not be for some time. This means
that anyone who has not learned to program SPSS on a mainframe, or at least on the DOS version, will have little or no
experience writing program code for SPSS. If a predominately
PC based user suddenly has a requirement to use the mainframe
version of SPSS, it can be a daunting task at best. Even if the
person simple wants to carve out a portion of a data set that is too
large for a PC and download that smaller data set for PC use, the
programming differences between the two versions of SPSS can
cause unlimited delays and frustration.
Getting Help With Programs

Computer

Languages

Mainframe computers do not speak DOS. They speak
languages such as UNIX, Ultrix, Posix, VMS, VSE, or some other
strange tongue, known only to the mainframer.
While it is
certainly enticing to try your DOS commands at the $ prompt ?r
at the # prompt, you will find that many of these commands will
not work. It becomes difficult to keep track of which commands
work in which programs. Again, the notebook comes in very
handy. You might consider creating a separate page for each
computer system you log onto frequently and write down (as you
are logged on) the commands that work and what they do. This
will help to eliminate the probability that when you most need
assistance, the computer services help desk will be closed.
Each disk operating language has a particular syntax. Knowing the syntax will help keep your frustration level at a minimum.
It is difficult, confusing, tedious, and time-consuming to learn one
language (DOS), much less two or three. Unless the mainframer
you speak with happens to be a PC enthusiast on the side, chances
are that you will not find someone who understands what you
need to do on your end. They should, however, understand and
provide assistance on the mainframe side of the house, should

The final area of concern is with programs used on the
personal computer. Since the programs we use on a daily basis
(word processing, spreadsheets, database managers, statistical
packages, etc) operate on top of the operating system of the
computer we are using at the moment, differences in operating
systems mandate some differences in programs. In effect, the
word processor that you use on the PC may not have the same
commands or key combinations to accomplish a particular task
on the mainframe. In fact, some of our most favorite programs
are not written for operating systems in use on mainframes.
Since most computer services or computer support personnel are mainframers, one should not expect the mainframer to be
intimately familiar with commands needed to operate your PC
word processor or other program. Support persons will also, in
most cases, be unable to tell you how to import a particular file
from the mainframe to your favorite PC program, unless of
course, they also work with PC's and have previously attempted
that particular task. This creates a problem since the natural
instinct when faced with a computer problem is to call the
(CONTINUED
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CHARLES C THOMAS.
o

Furnish,
Brendan
F. J. and Dwight H. SmallTHE MOUNTING THREAT OF HOME INTRUDERS:
Weighing the Moral Option of Armed Self-Defense.
'93, 274 pp. (7 x 10), $54.75.

o Franklin,

Carl J.- THE POLICE OFFICER'S GUIDE
TO CIVIL LIABILITY. '93, 284 pp. (7 x 10), 18 il.

o

o Brill,

Norman Q.-AMERICA'S
PSYCHIC MALIGNANCY: The Problem of Crime, Substance Abuse,
Poverty and Welfare -Identifying
Causes with Possible Remedies.
'93, 150 pp. (7 x 10), $29.75.

o Keckeisen,

George L. - RETAIL SECURITY VERSUS
THE SHOPLIFTER: Confronting the Shoplifter While
Protecting
the Merchant.
'93, 102 pp. (7 x 10),

$28.75.

o

Byers, Bryan and James E. Hendricks-ADULT
PROTECTIVE SERVICES: Research and Practice.
'93,
266 pp. (7 x 10), 3 tables, $49.75.

o Covey,

Herbert C, Scott Menard
and Robert J.
Franzese-JUVENILE
GANGS. '92, 306 pp. (7 x
10), 4 iI., $54.75.

Charles L.-INTERVIEWING:
A Forensic
to Interrogation,
2nd Ed. '93, 268 pp. (7 x
10), 23 iI., $52.75.
Guide

o

o

Underwager, Ralph and Hollida C Wakefield-THE
REAL WORLD OF CHILO INTERROGATIONS. '90,
376 pp. (7 x 10), $71.25.

o

Kenney, John P., Dan G. Pursuit, Donald E. Fuller &
Robert F. Barry- POLICE WORK WITH JUVENILES
AND THE ADMINISTRATION
OF JUVENILE JUSTICE. (7th Ed.). '89, 340 pp. (7 x 10), 1 il., $40.00.

o Wenke,

Robert A.-THE
ART OF SELECTING A
JURY. (2nd Ed.) '89, 158 pp. (5Y2 x 8Y2), $36.25.

Donald-FITNESS

Gerald H.-COURT
TESTIMONY IN
MENTAL HEALTH: A Guide for Mental Health Professionals
and Attorneys.
'93, 162 pp. (7 x 10),

$32.75.

o Robinson,

Cyril D.-LEGAL RIGHTS, DUTIES, AND
LIABILITIES OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE PERSONNEL:
History and Analysis (2nd Ed.). '92, 516 pp. (7 x 10),
5 tables, $73.75.

o Fisher,

Ronald P. & R. E. Geiselman-MEMORYENHANCING TECHNIQUES FOR INVESTIGATIVE
INTERVIEWING: The Cognitive Interview. '92, 232
pp. (7 x 10), 1 table, $49.75.

o Surette,

Ray-THE
MEOlA AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE POLICY: Recent Research and Social Effects.
'90, 332 pp. (7 x 10), 7 u.. 21 tables, $58.25.

o

Harries, Keith D.-SERIOUS
VIOLENCE: Patterns
of Homicide and Assault in America.
'90, 238 pp.
{7 x 10),23
32 tables, $43.75.

u..

o MacHovec,

Frank J.-INTERVIEW
ROGATION: A Scientific
Approach.
(7 x 10), $42.25.

o

o MacHovec,

o Golec,

Anthony
M. - TECHNIQUES
OF LEGAL
INVESTIGATION. (2nd Ed.) '85, 522 pp. (6~ x
9~), 140 iI., $58.75.

INTER-

'89, 176 pp.

A. C, Frank D. Day & Robert R. J.
Callari -INTRODUCTION
TO LAW ENFORCEMENT
AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE. (Rev. 31st Ptg.) '88, 412
pp. (6Y8 x 9Ye),$28.00.

o Wakefield,

Lyman, Michael
D.-NARCOTICS
AND CRIME
.CONTROL.
'87, 206 pp. (6~ x 9~), 30 u.. 9
tables, $40.00.

AND

o Germann,

o O'Hara,

Charles E. & Gregory L. O'Hara-FUNDAMENTALS OF CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION. (Rev.
5th Ed.) '88, 988 pp., 93 il., $48.25.

TO STANO TRIAL. '93,

u. $49.75.

o Vandenberg,

o Bell,

David S.-MEDICO-LEGAL
ASSESSMENT OF
HEAD INJURY. '92, 380 pp. (7 x 10), 46 il., 9
tables, $69.75.

Paull,

196 pp. (7 x 10), 3

o Felkenes,

George T., and Peter Charles UnsingerDIVERSITY, AFFIRMATIVE ACTION AND LAW ENFORCEMENT. '92, 224 pp. (7 x 10), $42.75.

Davis, Robert C, Arthur J. Lurigio and Dennis P.
RosenbaumDRUGS AND THE COMMUNITY:
Involving Community
Residents in Combatting
the
Sale of Illegal Drugs. '93, 328 pp. (7 x 10), 8 il., 20
tables, $64.75.

o Yeschke,

o Spitz,

Werner U.-Spitz
and Fisher's MEDICOLEGAL INVESTIGATION OF DEATH: Guidelines
for
the Application
of Pathology
to Crime Investigation. (3rd Ed.) '93, 856 pp. (8Y2 x 11), 866 iI.,
29 tables, $84.75.

·PUBLISHER

Hollida & Ralph Underwager-ACCUSATIONS OF CHILO SEXUAL ABUSE. '88, 530 pp. (7
x 10),16 tables, $91.75.

Frank J.- THE EXPERT WITNESS SURVIVAL MANUAL. '87, 186 pp. (7 x 10), $40.00 .

o Adelson,

Lester-THE
PATHOLOGY OF HOMICIDE: A Vade Mecum for Pathologist,
Prosecutor
and Defense Counsel.
74, 992 pp. (6¥! x 93/1),
741 iI., 30 tables, $132.75.

Write, call'ifor
Visa or MasterCard) 1-800-258-8980 or 1-217-789-8980 or FAX (217) 789-9130
Books sent on approval • Complete catalog sent on request • Prices subject to change without notice

2600 South First Street Springfield • Illinois • 62794-9265
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UPCOMING EVENTS
AAAS
The 1994 meeting of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) will be held February 18-23
in San Francisco. The program will include over 100 symposia organized into 13
thematic tracks as well as several multiday seminars.
Symposium tracks include: health
care reform and advances in medicine;
societal change: population trends and
urban challenges; science education reform; science, ethics, and the law; and the
changing environment.
For further information, contact
AAAS Meeting Office, 1333H Street NW,
Washington, DC 20005; (202) 326-6450;
(202) 289-4021 (fax).

POSIT
A Police Supervisor In-Service Training (POSIT) course will be conducted
May 16-20,1994 at Penn State University.
This program helps prepare for future
administrative responsibilities; defines
and modifies role as a supervisor as your
organization responds to societal change;
develops supervisory skills and analyzes
strengths and weaknesses; and, turns theory into practice.
First-line supervisors from federal,
state, county, and municipal law enforcement agencies, police officers who are
under consideration for promotion, members of airport, seaport, railroad, and university police departments will find the
program useful.
To obtain additional information,
contact Carolyn Anderson, Penn State
University, 410 Keller Conference Center,
University Park, PA 16802-1304; (814)
863-1738; (814) 865-3749 (fax).

PRISONS 2000
An International Conference on the
Present State and Future of the -Prison
System will be held April 8-10, 1994 at the
University of Leicester, England. Between 300 and 500 delegates are expected.
Issues and themes to be examined:
strategies for penal reform; women in

prison, privatization of penal services;
HIV / AIDS and imprisonment; ethnic
minorities in prison; human rights; future
of imprisonment; etc.
More information may be obtained
from Julie Trickey, PRISONS 2000 Administrator, University of Leicester,
Centre for the Study of Public Order, The
Friars, 154 Upper New Walk, Leicester,
England LEI 7QA.

"It is essential that administrators,
who are called upon to assume positions of
substantial responsibility in partnership
with judges, lawyers and other justice participants, have a good legal foundation
coupled with practical experience," said
James Farrington, Chairman of the Administration of Justice Program.
For more information, contact the
Salve Regina University Admissions Office at (401) 847-6650 ext 2908.

AMERICAN BAR ASSN
IACRIME
PREVENTION CENTER
St Ambrose University announces the
opening of the Iowa Crime Prevention
Center. The Center is a joint project of St
Ambrose University and the Iowa Crime
Prevention Association, headquartered
on the campus of the university.
The Center is an organization dedicated to the improvement of crime prevention programs and strategies throughout Iowa. It promotes cooperation between police departments, educators,
community organizations, and professionals in the criminal justice field.
Thomas McAninch, a lifetime member of ACJS, is the director. He is assisted
by Angela Fritz and Michele Boyd. For
information or to request materials, contact Thomas McAninch, St Ambrose U niversity, 518 West Locust Street, Davenport, IA 52803.

JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION
PROGRAM
Salve Regina University has announced the establishment of a concentration in judicial administration under the
auspices of the Administration of Justice
Department. This makes the university
the first in the country to offer an undergraduate degree program specifically focused on judicial administration.
Beginning September 1993, students
pursuing the bachelor of arts degree in
administration of justice will be able to
choose a concentration in either law enforcement or judicial administration.

The ABA Commission on College
and University Nonprofessional Legal
Studies released a list of institutions receiving mini-grants for 1993-94.
Memphis State University: Course
Development on the Social Impact of
Legal Change (directed by David Giacopassi). The grant funds the development
of a new course on the effects of legal reforms on society and social behavior.
Northeastern
Illinois University:
Battered Women and the Law: A Mock
Trial (directed by Shelley Bannister). This
grant, made in partnership with the
Eleanor Women' s Foundation of Chicago,
prepares a mock trial transcript and development of active learning strategies to
enrich a course on "Women, Crime, and
the Criminal Justice System".
Western Illinois University: Utilizing
Telecommunications to Enrich a Course
on Business Ethics and White Collar
Crime (directed by William Maakestad).
This award funds the incorporation of inclass speakerphone interviews between
students and business, academic, and legal
experts nationwide, as an integral part of a
interdisciplinary course for students in
business, law enforcement, and sociology.
Virginia Union University: Course
Development and a Student Forum on
Law, the Police, and Race (directed by
Robert Goldman). The grant will involve
the development of a new course on "The
Police and Law in American History", incorporating cross-cultural perspectives
and utilizing instructional software. Student forum on "The Role of Law in Race
Relations and Civil Unrest" to be sponsored with state and local bar groups.

Harrow and Heston

P.O. Box 3934, Stuyvesant Plaza, Albany NY 12203
Telephone/Fax:
(518) 456-4894

PUBLISHERS

A Primer in the Psychology of Crime
Madness, language and the law

~\

by Bruce A. Arrigo

~,~

An outstanding semiotic analysis of the legal process in
ment of the mentally ill. CONTENTS: 1. Introduction. 2. On Civil

commit-

Perspectives. 7. References. Index. Approx. 170 pages.
ISBN: 911577173. Paper. Price: 17.50. Available Now!

Corporate Crime, Corporate Violence: A Primer
by Nancy Frank and Michael J. Lynch
This is a revised and extended edition oferimes Against
Health and Safety, published under a new tille. CON-

Hard Cover: $49.90. Available Now!

~

by Craig Zendzian
/
An enlightening glimpse into the secret world of casino
gambling, the deals, the mob, the executives, and their ~,~
relationship to governmental bureaucracy. CONTENTS: Pref-

_.

-;;iA ,,~~

t\

ace.
1. Introduction. 2. Nevada and Earlier Gambling Movements in America. 3.
The Bahamas and Casino Gambling. 4. Gambling Comes to New Jersey. 5. Let's
do Business: The Corporate Way, that is. 6. Who Investigates Racketeers? 7.
Where Does it End? References. Index. 149 pages. Price: ISBN: 0911577254.

$39.95.Hard cover.

Discovering Criminology: From W. Byron Groves.
Edited by Graeme Newman, David Galaty
and Michael J. Lynch
A fascinating collection of unpublished and published papers of the works
of Casey Groves, critical criminologist, philosopher, and theorist of criminology. Papers run the gamut of critical theory, Marxism, delinquency
theory, psychoanalytic criminology, philosophical foundations of criminology, social deviance and bureaucracy, existentialism and much more.
Introductory comments by Shlomo Shoham, Graeme Newman, Thomas
Bernard, Nancy Frank, David Galaty, and Michael Lynch. 311 pages.
Price: Hardbound only.ISBN:911577165: $64.00.

Dangerous Men 2Ed. by Richard McCleary
New Foreword by Todd Clear
A new edition of this classic essay on the sociology of parole. "..must
reading for all students of criminal justice .." from the Foreword. by Todd
Clear. References. Index. ISBN:0911577246. 156 pages. Price: $15.50

Vengeance: the Fight Against Injustice

~

by Pietro Marongiu and Graeme Newman
"A landmark study that greatly enlarges our under
,
standing of the problems of violence, criminal justice, ~ ~
and
vigilantism in modem society." 177 pages. References.lndex.
ISBN: 094767540 Hard cover. Originally $34.00, special discount price

$12.00.
Race and Criminal Justice

\
~

Phenomenological

179 pages. ISBN:911577262.

Who Pays? Casino Gambling, Hidden
Interests and Organized Crime

~/.l

1. Perspectives, Defining Crime, and Theoretical Evaluation. 2.
P s Y - .
choana lytic Theory. 3.Trait Perspectives. 4. Behavioral, Situational And Social
Learning Perspectives. 5. Cognitive Learning Perspectives. 6. Existential and

Commitment:
Contemporary History Of Institutionalization. 3. On Legal Semiotics: Practical
Understanding Of Semiotics, Modernism And The Law, Postmodemism And
Literary Criticism. Michel Foucault. Critical Legal Studies. 4. Semiotic Methodology. 5.Results: Language, Commitment and the Mentally III: Perspectives On
Confinement Governing Civil Commitment Law. Reassessment Of Semiotic Research Strategies. 6. A Sample Case: The Case Of Boggs Vs. N. Y. City Health And
Hosp. Corp.(1987), A Postmodern Literary Critique Of The Text. 7. Conclusions.
Glossary of Semiotic Terms. References. Index.

~\

by Mark Seis and S. Giora Shoham
Nothing like this book anywhere. Provides a balanced
innovative account of the psychology of crime. CONTENTS:

\

Edited by Michael J. Lynch and E. Britt Patterson
Collection of original and authoritative articles covering role and definition
of race in criminal justice research, bias crimes, race and policing, juvenile
justice, and much more. Excellent comprehensive coverage for class use.
References. Index. 203 pages. (0911577203). Paper. $19.50.

~,
,
~

,.~
~

TENTS: 1.Quiet Violence. 2.Corporate Crime: Definition and
History.
3.Calling a Crime a Crime. 4.Conventional Laws for Unconventional Crimes.
5.Regulating Health and Safety. 6.Green Criminology: Corporate Violence and the
Environment. 7.Explaining Corporate Violence. 9.Restructuring Risk DecisionmakingReferences.lndex.

172 pages. ISBN0911577238. Price: $17.50

A Primer in the Sociology of Crime
by S. Giora Shoham and John Hoffmann
This primer covers all the classic theory and research on the sociology of
crime, including, Criminology and Social Deviance,. Ecological Theories,
Anomie, Differential Association, Control Theories, Stigma and Interaction. Conflict and Radical Perspectives. 179 pages .ISBN: 091157719X.
Paper. $17.50.

A Primer In Private Security
by Mahesh Nalla and Graeme Newman
Foreword by R.V.G.Clarke.
The first and only book that places private security squarely in the
traditions of social science. "...flawless performance ..."Journal of Security Administration. References. Index. 174 pages. Price: Paper ISBN:
0911577181. $17.50.

A Primer in the Sociology of Law
by Dragan Milovanovic
CONTENTS: I. Basic Concepts and Origins of the Sociology ofLaw.lI. The
Classical Theorists .. III. Modern Perspectives .IV. Conclusion. 8. Essay
Questions. 160 pages. Prices: ISBN: Hard/soft: 0911577130/122. $32.00/
18.50.

A Primer in Radical Criminology 2ed
by Michael J. Lynch and W. Byron Groves
The most popular and widely adopted text in radical criminology. .... .remarkably comprehensive and thorough in its coverage of radical, as well
as much 'traditional' literature ... " --Journal of Criminal Law and Criminology.158 pages. 0911577157. Price Paper: $15.00.

Situational Crime Prevention: Successful Case Studies
Edited by Ronald V. Clarke
A rare collection of 22 studies demonstrating the effectiveness of the
situational approach to crime prevention. Clarke authoritatively reviews
the state-of-the-art ofthis rapidly growing new perspective. An indispensible
handbook for the crime prevention specialist. Tremendously useful for
theclassroom. •...a superb collection of case studies that goes to the heart
of what policing is all about. "- ProfessorHermanGoldstein. 286 pages.
ISBN hard/soft: 091157722X1211. Prices: $49.50/19.50.
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INSTITUTIONAL/SUSTAINING

MEMBERS

Cultural Contact Inc
Northern Kentucky University

REGULAR MEMBERS
Allbee, Neal (Sierra College)
Angelilli, Fred (West Chester University)
Asher, Grant (Hermiston Police Department)
Beirne, Piers (Univ of Southern Maine)
Bikle, Bruce (OR Dept of Corrections)
Bilyk, Ronald (Univ of Missouri-Columbia)
Cooley, Cavit (Northeast Missouri State Univ)
Coughlin, Daniel (Safer Foundation)
Culbertson, Orlin (Reg Community Corrections-OR)
Davis, Joseph (Orange County Sheriff)
DiChiara, Albert (University of Hartford)
Gallaher, David (Umatilla County-OR)
Gren, LeRoy (New Mexico State Univ)
Hagan, John (University of Toronto)
Hammer, Mitchell (The American University)
Hariton, David (Federal Law EnfTraining
Center)
Hoberg, Michael (Stockton, CA)
Hosoi, Mrs Yoko (Toyo University-JAPAN)
Hurst, Magdalene (SCI-Pittsburgh)
Ihekwoaba, Onwudiwe (Barber-Scotia
College)
Jackson, Robert (Texas Dept of Criminal Justice)
Kazyaka, AnnMarie (Niagara University)
Kelley, Martha (Dallas Co Adult Probation)
Kelsey, Robert (Bucks County Adult Probation Dept)
Kirby, Patricia (American University)
Kollin, Edward (Cuyahoga Co Common Pleas Court)
Larivee, John (Crime & Justice Foundation)
Laskey, John (Morton College)
Livingston, Jay (Montclair State College)
Loughran, Mark (Marist College)
Martines, Lawrence (Dept of Public Safety-OR)
McIvor, Gill (Univ of Stirling-SCOTLAND)
Meyer, Jona (New Mexico State University)
Miller, Brenda (Research Institute on Addictions)
Misczak, William (Dept of Veterans Affairs)
Nasheri, Hedieh (Kent State University)
Noonan, William (Springfield Police Dept)
Nowak, Martin (Will Co Sheriffs Office)
Park, James (Sacramento, CA)
Paten, Lisa (Ace American Alarm Company)
Posten, Joanne (Florida Dept of Corrections)
Povey II, Philip (Irvine Police Dept)
Povinelli, Stephen (Probation & Parole-MO)
Richards, Mary (Nevada, IA)
Rizzato, Anthony (Central States Institute)
Rushing, Patricia (Illinois State Police)
Salzano, Julienne (Pace University)
Sand, Henry (St Paul, MN)
Saunders, Theresa (Commonwealth's
Attorney's Ofc- VA)
Sawyer, James (Pendleton, OR)
Schafer, William (Columbus, OH)
Sokoloff, Natalie (John Jay College)
Spilker, Jon (Oregon State Police)
Stout, Bruce (Penn State-Ogontz)
Streater, David (Florida Dept of Corrections)
Szczublewski, Francis (Erie I BOCES)
Tapley, David (Garland Police Department)
Thomas, David (1st Judicial District-CO)
Tilley, William (30th Judicial District-LA)
Townsend, Wendy (Development
Assoc Inc)
Utscy, Robert (NYC Police Department)

Warchal, John (Lindenhurst,
IL)
Ward, Gary (Pendleton Police Department)
Webster, Frederic (Plymouth, IN)
Williams, David (Chesapeake, VA)
Yu, Jiang (NYS OASAS)
Zager, Mary (Northeastern
University)

STUDENT MEMBERS
Bartku, Gregory (New Mexico State University)
Blackwell, Brenda (University of Oklahoma)
Bogenschutz, Felix (New Mexico State University)
Brewer, Kevin (University of Dayton)
Codd, Trent (Univ of North Carolina-Charlotte)
Cook, Gregory (University of Dayton)
Ebbs, Alan (University of Dayton)
Faltin, Monica (St Xavier University)
Fang, Yang (CA State Univ-San Bernardino)
Flood, Theresa (Henry Ford Community College)
Freeman, Robert (University of Maryland)
Fritsch, Eric (Sam Houston State University)
Fritz, Angela (St Ambrose University)
Gilligan, Jennifer (Univ of MA-Lowell)
Gilmour, Michael (University of lebraska-Lincoln)
Guggenheim, Cordelia (Wesleyan University)
Hollis, Charles (University of Texas-Permian
Basin)
Koita, Kiyofumi (Sam Houston State University)
Long, Billy (Indiana Univ of Pennsylvania)
Mazerolle, Paul (University of Maryland)
McQuay, Bryan (University of Nebraska-Lincoln)
Michell, Michael (State Univ of New York-Albany)
Mihalyi, Thomas (Umv of Missouri-Kansas
City)
Moore, Angela (University of Maryland)
Moran, Michael (CA State Univ, Long Beach)
Nurmi, Laurence (Washington State University)
Owens, Jackie (Reinhardt College)
Penn, Everett (Indiana Univ of Pennsylvania)
Petersen, Lisa (Eastern Iowa Community College)
Pietrzak, John (Shippensburg
University)
Price, Allison (Northeastern
University)
Reeve-Studle, Laura (East Tennessee State Univ)
Riggs, Kathleen (University of Dayton)
Rizzo, Lori (University of Dayton)
Samuelson, Mary (University of Cincinnati)
Smith, Michael (Arizona State University)
Temple, Deana (Sangamon State Univ)
Thurston, Linda (Temple University)
Tinney, Marjorie (Temple University)
Twombly, Eric (Univ of MA-Lowell)
Van Hoose, Danny (Eastern Kentucky Univ)
Voyles, Melissa (University of Dayton)
Waters, John (Northeastern
University)
Yancey, Robin (Northeastern
University)

NEW PhD RECIPIENTS
CLAREMONT GRADUATE SCHOOL
Bernadette Palombo (Claremont, CA)
SAM HOUSTON STATE UNIVERSITY
Madhava Bodapati (Minot State University)
Bruce Gay (Western Carolina University)
UNIVERSITY OF MONTREAL
Mylene Jaccoud (University of Montreal)
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computing services personnel of the university. If they cannot
help, what can you do?
The solution is simple. First, read through the help screens
available with most PC programs.
Next, look at the on-line
documentation, if available, which came with your licensed copy
of the program. Microsoft Corporation, the producer of perhaps
the most commonly used disk operating system (DOS) has
produced extensive on-line documentation in an easy to access
format.
If you can't find the answer to your question in the on-line
documentation, look through the hard copy documentation, or an
after-market book, many of which are better written than the
program documentation. If these steps do not seem to be helpful,
ask someone who has been identified as being knowledgeable
with your particular program. Usually, this personal contact will
help find a solution to the problem. Another source of help may
be the lab assistants in the main computer lab. They will more
than likely have run across a similar problem with a student.
Conclusion
The computer revolution has come a long way since the
1970's. Opportunities
for keeping in touch with colleagues,
connecting with major research libraries and the Library of
Congress, the ability to move large amounts of data from one
university to another, as well as a host of other connectivity issues,
have totally revolutionized the way we look at computers today.
Conversations with mainframers lead to the tentative conclusion
that networking is the wave of the future. Large mainframes will
still exist on campuses, but will be restricted to specialized
applications requiring huge amounts of data storage or for
connecting with outside networks. The vast majority of computer
use by the criminal justice professoriate will be desktop PC's
connected to a local area network and a file server. This will be
inherently more productive, since the programs and applications
used will be those most familiar to the professor, while the
networked file server will provide large scale mass storage and
connectivity, all within a very familiar operating system environment. Perhaps the move to networked systems will simplify
connectivity problems between the desktop PC and the campus
mainframe and bring computer languages, operating systems,
and programs such as statistical packages to a user interface
common across both PC and mainframe platforms.
Regardless of how far the gap is closed due to standardization and interconnectivity through networks, interaction with
mainframers or computer services support personnel is inevitable. Keep in mind that these individuals, while few in number,
must service a large population of both PC and mainframe
computer users, who seemingly all want answers to their questions at the same time. Remembering that interconnectivity and
transference of data is still somewhat of a task accomplished with
smoke and mirrors; that operating systems can be as different as
Fords, Chevrolets, and Toyotas; and, that most computer support
personnel have not had the time nor training to learn your
favorite program, can make your interaction with computer
support personnel much more pleasant and rewarding.

NIAAA PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Alcohol is present in a significant proportion of violent
events, between one-half and two-thirds of all homicides and
serious assaults. Alcohol-related problems also have been found
disproportionately among violent criminal offenders. Nevertheless, understanding of the mechanisms by which alcohol influences violent behavior has been limited, largely because the
causes are multifactorial.
Research Needs
Studies of the linkage between alcohol use and interpersonal
violence and test of interventions to reduce and/or prevent
alcohol-related violence and the alcohol-related sequelae of such
violence might fruitfully identify: (1) individual and environmental conditions, situations, populations, and circumstances
under which alcohol and violence are causally connected; (2)
sequential processes by which alcohol intake may lead to violent
behavior and vice versa; (3) physiological and neural mechanisms
that mediate the relationship between alcohol and violence; (4)
behavioral consequences of alcohol-related
violence; and (5)
interventions that may reduce alcohol-related violence.
Specific research
*

*
*
*
*
*

opportunities

include:

Studies of alcohol's effects on perceptions of cues interpreted as aggressive.
Studies of alcohol-expectancies
related to violence.
Studies of the effects of environmental and social contexts on
the intoxication aggression relationship, including rape and
rioting.
The salience of social controls in alcohol-related violence.
The role of alcohol in abuse against women, children, the
elderly, and property.
Aggregate level studies oflegal and policy changes that affect
alcohol-related violence such as changes in alcohol availability.

For further information and a copy of the program announcement,
contact Susan Martin, Prevention
Research
Branch, National Institute on Alcohol Abuse & Alcoholism, 5600
Fishers Lane, Room 13C-23, Rockville, MD 20857-0001; (301)
443-1677; (301) 443-9334 (fax).
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"Race, Crime, and Community" will be the topic of a session
featuring Julius Debro and the Honorable Mary Ellen Hicks of
the Second Court of Appeals. To reflect on the special role that
Chicago has played in the history of criminology, Albert Cohen,
Irving Spergel and Robert Sampson will take part in a plenary
session on "The Chicago School Revisited."
Another session focuses on Chicago, entitled "Four Decades
of Policing in Chicago," and includes Herman Goldstein, Fred
Rice, and Matt Rodriguez, Superintendent of the Chicago Police
Department, as participants. A second plenary session devoted
to policing addresses the topic of "Varieties of Community
Policing"; Craig Uchida and John Eck will participate.

© Copyright 1993

Program length: 57 minutes

Central Correctional Institution (CCD, South Carolina's 127-year-old prison, is the bottom of the barrel of South Carolina's
criminal justice system-a system that locks up more persons per capita than any other in the nation. CCI: A Case Study of a
Southern Prison portrays an intimate, "inside" look at the life and daily activities of CCI inmates and correctional officers.
Independent producer and director Benjamin von Cramon, the first journalist to be allowed to move freely through the
prison, has produced a hybrid of history and examination of current conditions. Going beyond raising questions about how
well the prison is run, or how much crime goes on among the inmates, the program focuses on the implications of a growing
underclass that is increasingly turning to crime. Interviews with CCI inmates and staff capture emotions ranging from rage
to hopelessness. While the documentary's historic treatment delves into the reasoning behind the large-scale prison system,
the thrust of the program is the examination of how the plan for penal reform was executed and how theory eventually
compared with reality.
CCI: A Case Study of a Southern Prison questions the very foundation of corrections, while sounding a warning signal
regarding its tremendous expense to society. Both educational and provocative, this documentary is strongly recommended
for use in corrections classes. VHS tapes of CCI: A Case Study of a Southern Prison can be purchased from Anderson for $89.95
each. Use the order form below and mail or fax to: Anderson Publishing Co., Criminal Justice/Paralegal Division, P.O. Box
1576, Cincinnati, OH 45201-1576. Toll Free: (800) 582-7295. Fax: (513) 562-8116.
copy(ies) of eel: A ease Study of a
Southern Prison, at $89.95 ea., plus shipping & handling.

Please send __
Name

__

Payment enclosed. (Include

__

Charge my (our) account.
will be added to invoice.)

_

__Charge
Title

my (our)

_

0

$3.00 for shippinglhandling.)
(Actual shipping cost plus $3.00 for handling

-=iW>..'%.~

Exp. Date
School/Organization

_

Addr~s
City
Phone Number

_
State

Zip

ffi
_

Credit Card #

_

Signature
_

_

0

Terms of Sale:

_
30 days net. Add sale. tax in KY, OH, MD and DC if applicable.

Approval of Orders:

Price, and terms arc subject to change without notice. All orders received by

Anderson Publishing Co. are subject to approval by the company before shipment and billing.
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BARBARA R PRICE TRUSTEE-AT-LARGE

Barbara Raffel Price is a professor of criminal
justice and Dean of Graduate Studies at John Jay
College of Criminal Justice at the City University of
New York. She received her BA from Smith College
and MA and PhD in sociology from Pennsylvania
State University. She is a Fellow of the American
Society of Criminology and former Vice-President.
She is a Trustee-at -Large of the ACJS; member of the
Northeast Association of Women Police; member of
the American Society of Industrial Security; ViceChair ofthe Alliance of Nongovernmental Organizations on Crime Prevention at the United Nations'
member of the Board of Directors of the South Fort;
Corporation; and, member of the New York State
Law Enforcement Accreditation Council.
She is the recipient of the American Society of
Criminology's Herbert A Bloch Award. Her books
published include: Police Professionalism: Rhetoric
and Action (1977); Jails and Drug Treatment, coauthored, (1977); Criminal Justice Research: New
Models and Findings, co-edited, (1980); and, The
Criminal Justice System and Women: Offenders, Vic-·
tims, and Workers, co-edited (1982), second edition
forthcoming

Dr. Merlo has co-edited Dilemmas and Directions

~nCorre.c~ions(with Peter J Benekos). Currently she
IS co-editing a book tentatively entitled,Law, Women
and Social Control (with Joycelyn Pollock). She has
authored two chapters on pregnant substance users
that were published in anthologies in 1991 and 1993
and published in the Criminal Justice Policy Review
and The Journal of Quantitative Criminology.
Her research interests include women offenders,
pregnant women substance users, and juvenile and
adult corrections.
For the last 10 years, she has
coordinated various research projects for the Massachusetts
Department
of Youth
Services
and
Wes.tfield State College. She has conducted training
sermnars for the Connecticut Department of Correction and the Massachusetts Department
of Youth
Services. Prior to joining the faculty at Westfield
State College, she was a probation officer and intake
supervisor with the Mahoning County Juvenile Court
in Youngstown (OH).

•••••••••••••••••••••••
: I'll bring out
:
•
.:..

1994.

ALIDA V MERLO

TRUSTEE-AT-LARGE·

Alida Merlo is a professor of criminal justice at

•
:

the best ::.
•

in your book or paper.

•:
•

Westfield State College where she has been a member of the faculty since 1975. She received her BA
degree in sociology from Youngstown State University, her MS in criminal justice from Northeastern
University and her PhD in sociology from Fordham
University.
Professor Merlo is a lifetime member of the ACJS
and is currently serving a three-year term as Trusteeat-Large. Previously, she served as Trustee for Region One. Currently, she is the Academy's representative to the National Institute of Justice Working
Group on Health Issues. Professor Merlo is the past
president of the Massachusetts Academy of Criminal
Justice Sciences and has been active in the Northeastern Association of Criminal Justice Sciences since
1976. She serves on the editorial board of the journal,

•

Women and Criminal Justice.

• ••••••••••••••••••••••

:
:
:
:
:

Expert editing for style
and readability,
Twenty years'
experience, including
copy editorship of

:
:
:
:
:

:
•
••
•

Justice Quarterly.

:
••
•

:

•••
KAREN FEINBERG

•

(513) 542-8328
•••

•
••

:
•

5300 Hamilton Avenue, #1704
Cincinnati, Ohio 45224

:
•

•
•
••
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•
:

•
•
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PRELIMINARY PROGRAM
1994 ANNUAL MEETING

ACADEMY OF
CRIMINAL
JUSTICE
SCIENCES
MARCH 8-12,1994
CHICAGO HILTON AND TOWERS
CHICAGO,IL
THEME:
COMMUNITY, CRIME, AND JUSTICE
If you need a meeting registration form, please contact: Academy of
Criminal Justice Sciences * Northern Kentucky University * 402 Nunn
Hall * Nunn Drive * Highland Heights * KY * 41099-5998 * (606) 5725634 * (606) 572-6665 (fax)
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Tuesday, March 8,1994:
2:00 pm - 8:00 pm
4:00 pm - 7:00 pm
Wednesday, March 9,1994:
8:00 am - 5:00 pm
12:00 pm - 4:00 pm

ACJS Executive Board Meeting
ACJS Registration

ACJS Registration
Didactic Workshop: Communities
and
Corrections
Didactic Workshop:
Race, Communities,
12:00 pm - 4:00 pm
and Crime
9:45am-11:15am
PANELS
1. Research Applications to Criminal Investigations (Steven Egger)
2. Public Policy and Intervention in Juvenile Delinquency (TBA)
3. Research on Sex Offenses and Sex Offenders (Bob Marsh)
4. Education, Schools, and Delinquency (Richard Lawrence)
5. The Politics of Crime in the Black Community (Lloyd Klein)
6. International Criminal Justice Systems: Policy Implications of Emerging
Research (Marc Gertz)
7. Roundtable: Contemporary Perspectives on Jurisprudence 0N Richard
Janikowski)
8. Current Legal Issues in Security (Stuart Traub)
9. Workshop: Publisher's Perspective on Publishing (Mickey Braswell)
10. Roundtable: Jails, Direct Supervision, and the Future (Ken Kerle)
11. Violence at Work and at Home (Dee Harper)
12. Victims and Victimizers within Specific Settings (Obi Ebbe)
13. Constitutional Dialogues and Criminal Procedure (Mauricette ParrisAugust)
14. Sentencing Structures Re-Examined 0Nilliam Clements)
15. Alternative Strategies for Criminal Adjudication (TBA)
16. Research on Special Populations in Criminal Justice (TBA)
11 :30 am-t :00 pm
PANELS
17. Historical Portrayals of the Police: Lessons Learned From the Past (Larry
Andrews)
18. Guns and Content Analysis (Dan Polsby)
19. Gender/Race/Ethnicity
Issues and Correctional Staff (Kaylene
Richards-Ekeh)
20. Youth Gangs (L Thomas Winfree Jr)
21. Post-Conviction Policies and Processes (TBA)
22. Legal and Organizational Issues Facing the Contemporary Jury (Anita
Blowers)
.
23. Critical Criminology Perspectives on Human Rights, Women's Rights,
and Animal Rights (Robert Bohm)
24. Trends in Security--1990's into the 21 st Century (Mahesh Nalla)
25. Student Panel: Critical Issues in Criminal Justice (Sean Grennan)
26. Schools, Violence, and Crime (Beth McConnell)
27. Victimization and Sexual Offenses (Shawna Cleary)
28. Fair Trial and the Presumption of Innocence: Contemporary Issues
(Kathleen Simon)
29. The Spatial Context of Violence and Homicide in the Black Population
(Deon Brock)
30. Criminal Court Processes: Special Policy Issues (TBA)
31. Macro-Level Studies of Crime and Justice (TBA)
1:15 pm-2:45 pm
PANELS
32. Community Policing: Theory and Practice (Rhonda DeLong)
33. Strategies in the Use and Management of Conflict and Violence (Keith
Haley)
34. Female Offender Characteristics and Situations (Ida Johnson)
35. Incarcerated Juveniles (Linda Smith)
36. Management of Local Jails: Structure, Finances, and Operations (Matthew Tansey)
37. Changing Direction in Criminal Justice Policy (Dennis Palumbo)
38. Future Issues in Criminal Justice 0Nilliam Tafoya)
39. Perspectives on Security Issues (Mari Bottom)
40. Student Panel: Feminist Theory and Criminal Justice Issues (Susan
Caulfield)
41. Roundtable: Building Criminal Justice Research Capacity in State
Government (Michael Sabath)
42. Violence in the Extreme (Lawrence Salinger)

43.
44.
45.
46.
47.

Victimization and Special Populations (Delbert Rounds)
Developing Issues in Search and Seizure (Rick Steinman)
Scientific Evidence and the Criminal Law (Larry Andrews)
Criminal Justice Evaluation Research (Laura Moriarty)
New Voices in Critical Criminology:
Criminology as Peacemaking (John
Wozniak)
48. Special Topics in Law Enforcement (TBA)
3:00 pm-4:30 pm
PLENARY SESSION I:
"The Chicago School Revisited" (Michael Benson)
3:00 pm-4:30 pm
PANELS
49. Methodological and Measurement Issues Related to the Police (Michael
Palmiotto)
50. Sentencing Alternatives, Reform, and Policy (TBA)
51. Workplace Violence (Bonnie Fisher)
52. Student Panel: Theoretical Exploration of Divergent Criminal Justice
Issues I (Jeffery Walker)
53. Student Panel:
Democracy, Terrorism, and Organized Crime (TBA)
54. Victimization Research on the Elderly, Property Owners, and Tenants
(Joseph Graziano)
55. Constitutional Issues in the Criminal Process 0Nilliam Hall)
56. Student Panel: The Courts and Sentencing (Dennis Rogan)
57. Crime Prevention and Control (Clifford Dorne)
58. Research on Crime and the Community (TBA)
4:45 pm-6:15 pm
PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS
"Social Support as an Organizing Concept for Criminology"
(Francis T Cullen)
Thursday, March 10, 1994:
8:00 am - 5:00 pm
ACJS Registration
6:30 pm - 7:30 pm
Regional Meetings
8:00 am - 9:30 am
PANELS
59. Selection and Hiring of Police Officers (M Steven Meagher)
60. Special Topics in Research on the Police Profession (Samuel Faulkner)
61. Issues in Community Corrections I (Denny Langston)
62. Gang Migration: Recent Research Findings (George Knox)
63. The Juvenile Ct: Participants and Decision Making (Dean Champion)
64. Female Criminality and Social/Economic
and Legal Realities (J Douglas
McKinney)
65. Violence and Criminal Victimization (Mitch Miller)
66. Roundtable: Multiculturalism
in Criminal Justice Education (Evelyn
Gilbert)
67. The Processing of Minorities and the Criminal Justice System (TBA)
68. Teaching Research Methods: The Agony and the Ecstasy (Frank Hagan)
69. Responses to Campus Crime: Individual and Institutional Reactions
(Bonnie Fisher)
70. Student Panel: Theoretical Exploration of Divergent Criminal Justice
Issues II (TBA)
71. Perspectives on Crimes of Violence (Deanna Alexander)
9:45 am - 11 :15 am
PANELS
72. Civilian Complaints and Legal Issues Surrounding the Police Process
(James Frank)
73. Police-Citizen Encounters: Explaining the Behavior of Participants
(Steven Brandl)
74. The Offender and Community Correctional Programs (Edward Latessa)
75. Gender and Legal Processing and Outcomes (Kurt Siedschlaw)
76. Images of Women: Depictions of Women's Sexuality (Donna Hale)
77. Attitudes Toward and Perceptions of the Drug Abuse Problem (Chris
Marshall)
78. Roundtable: What are we Teaching if the Students Aren't Learning?:
Criminal Justice in the College Classroom (Marie Henry and Vicky
Dorworth)
79. Workshop: Getting Involved in ACJS (Philip Rhoades)
80. Race, Gender, and Multiculturalism
in Crim Just (Helen Eigenberg)
81. Field Experience as Active Learning (John Parham)
82. Roundtable:
Future Directions and Issues in Criminal Procedure and
Criminal Law (Rolando del Carmen)
83. Historical Studies in Criminal Justice (Beverly Smith)
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84. Analyzing Traditional and Recent Criminological Theories (Leanne
Alarid)
85. Anti-Anti-Gun (F Frederick Hawley)
11 :30 am - 1:00 pm
PLENARY SESSION II:
"Crime, Drugs, and Urban America" (Michael Benson)
11 :30 am - 1 :00 pm
PANELS
86. Cultural Diversity and the Police Response (Roosevelt Shepherd)
87. Practical Challenges in Community Policing (Lorraine Green)
88. Controlling Inmate Behavior by Discipline and the Use of Force (Leo
Carroll)
89. Gun Laws (David Kopel)
90. Workshop: Black Women in the Curriculum--Teaching
Race, Class and
Gender (Janice Joseph)
91. Assessment and Applications of Drug Testing in Programs Responding
to Drug Abuse (Ralph Weisheit)
92. Workshop: Being the Chairperson of a Criminal Justice Department
(Vince Webb)
93. Roundtable: The Northeast Minimum Standards for Criminal Justice
Education (Jay Albanese)
94. The Historyof Race and Crime in the Criminal Justice Literature (TBA)95.
Curricula Issues (Nicholas Meier)
96. Empirical Analyses of Post-Conviction Decision-Making Processes and
Outcomes (Katherine Jamieson)
97. Roundtable: Assessing Student Performance (Jack Call and Paul Lang)
98. Race, Gender, and Crime (Mitch Chamlin)
99. Plans for Evaluating Community Policing Reform in Chicago (Wesley
Skogan)
1:15 pm - 2:45 pm
PANELS
100. Rural Law Enforcement:
Evolving Issues and Challenges (Alexander
Weiss)
101. Roundtable: Implementing Correctional Change: Handling Social,
Political, Economic, and Legal Constraints (Charles Abel)
102. Evaluating Intensive Supervision Programs (Shela Van Ness)
103. Community, Culture, and Delinquency (Christine Sellers)
104. Women Represented and Presented: Academia, Media, and Theory
(M Joan McDermott)
105. The Drugs-Crime Relationship, Drug Dealing Networks, and Police
Attempts to Limit Drug Marketing (Darrell Cook)
106. Victimization as a Domestic Issue (Regina Sobieski)
107. Property Crime (Kenneth Tunnell)
108. African-American Women Academics in Criminal Justice: Sponsored
by the Affirmative Action Committee (Becky Tatum)
109. Graduate Experiences in Education: Expectations and Influences
(Richard Tewksbury)
110. Careers in Criminal Justice (Joseph Bartelheim)
111. Student Panel: Alcohol and Substance Abuse (Edmund McGarrell)
112. Perspectives and TestsofTwo Criminological Theories: Control Theory
and Labeling (David Martin)
113. The Compilation and Analysis of Community-Level
Data as a Founda
tion for Community Problem Solving (Carolyn Block)
3:00 pm - 4:30 pm
PLENARY SESSION III:
"Race, Crime, and Community"
(Chinita Heard)
3:00 pm - 4:30 pm
PANELS
114. Challenges and Change Within Law Enforcement Agencies (John
Parham)
115. Issues in Criminal Justice Education (Stan Shernock)
116. Research on Gangs (George Felkenes)
117. Workshop: Publishing a Journal Article (Dorothy Bracey)
118. Roundtable:
Police Agency Accreditation (Gary Cordner)
119. Battered Women: Perceptions, Processing, and Prospects (Christine
Rasche)
120. Controlling Drug Abuse (Myrna Cintron)
121. Educating the Police (Roslyn Muraskin)
122. Issues in Criminal Justice Literacy (Larry Andrews)
123. Media Images of Crime and Criminal Justice (Jeff Ferrell)
124. Crime and Rural Communities
I (Carl Pope)
125. Looking at the Community Role in Community Policing: Preliminary
Reports from Chicago (Anna Waring)
126. Roundtable: The Depersonalizati.on of Juvenile Courts: Some Implications of Expanded Juvenile Rights to Due Process (Dean Champion)
127. The Effects of Economic Factors on Criminal Behavior (Kevin Bryant)
128. National Response to the "Take a Bite Out of Crime" Campaign: Perspectives for Crime Prevention Programs and Policy (Garrett O'Keefe)

4:45 pm - 6:15 pm
PANELS
129. Persistent Problems for Police Officers and Agencies (Louis Albert)
130. Workshop: Preparing Doctoral Candidates for the Academic Job
Market (Michael Welsh)
131. Workshop: Utilization of Microcomputers
in Criminal Justice Education and Training (Roy Walker)
132. Workshop: Learning About the Tenure Process (Frank Williams)
133. Roundtable: The Delivery of Police Training by Colleges and Universities (Elizabeth Sebuck)
134. Developmental Issues for Women Inmates (Ann Ousterhout)
135. Roundtable: Security Education Programs at the Baccalaureate Level
and Above: What Has Happened? (Kenneth Fauth)
136. Workshop: Workshop on Program Assessment (James Madden)
137. Student Workshop:
Effective Graduate Student Teaching in an Academic Setting (James Brady)
138. Race, Gender, and the Criminal Justice System (Sally Lawrence)
138A.Occupational
Stress Among Prison Staff (Stan Stojkovic)
139. Roundtable:
Issues in Criminal Victimization (Lloyd Klein)
140. Roundtable:
Crime and Justice from Hispanic Perspectives (James
Opolot)
141. The Study of Crime and Crime Rates: Methodological
Issues (Marc
Riedel)
Friday, March 11, 1994:
8:00 am - 12:00 pm
ACJS Registration
12:00 pm - 2:30 pm
Awards Luncheon
2:45 pm - 5:45 pm
ACJS Executive Board Meeting
6:15 pm - 7:15 pm
ACJS Business Meeting
8:30 am -10:00 am
PANELS
142. Organizational Influences on Police Officer and Agency Behavior
(Robert Worden)
143. Community Policing: Evaluation and Implementation
Issues (James
Nolan)
144. Character Development in Corrections (John Vollmann Jr)
145. Early Childhood Factors in Crime & Delinquency (Jeanne Hernandez)
146. Serious Juvenile Offenses, Risk, and Desistance (David Emmons)
147. Aspects of Domestic Violence and Women's Safety (TBA)
148. Workshop: Tenure and Promotion (Zelma Henriques and Kaylene
Richards-Ekeh)
149. Workshop: Teaching Criminal Justice and Criminology (Michael
Blankenship)
150. Hate Crimes and the Criminal Justice System (Marvin Free Jr)
151. Roundtable: Criminal Justice Programs at Community Colleges: Issues and Concerns (James Ness)
152. Making Community-Police
Partnerships Effective (Susan Bennett)
153. Roundtable:
Scannin' the 'Hood: Intelligence Modeling Techniques
for Gang Intervention (Jeffery Walker)
154. Issues and Programs of Drug Treatment and Prevention (Howard
Abadinsky)
10:15 am - 11 :45 am
PLENARY SESSION IV:
"Communities,
Gangs, and Crime" (TBA)
10:15 am - 11 :45 am
PANELS
155. Police Violence and the Use of Force (Peter Kraska)
156. Evaluating Specific Community Policing Initiatives (M L Dantzker)
157. Legal Issues in Corrections (Bradley Chilton)
159. Chronic Juvenile Recidivists (Rose Mary Stanford)
160. Women in Policing and Corrections (Lynette Lee-Sammons)
161. Human Rights & Criminal Justice: Comparative Issues (James Black)
162. Student Panel: Qualitative and Quantitative Studies of Juvenile Criminality (TBA)
163. Workshop: Multiculturalism
in Criminal Justice Education (Gregg
Barak)
.
164. Variations in Capital Punishment (Marian Whitson)
165. Roundtable: Teaching "Environmental Crime" in Criminal Justice
Programs (Mary Clifford)
166. Training Cops about Community Policing: Considerations from the
Police and Civilian Perspectives (Arthur Lurigio)
167. Workshop: Mind and Crime (Jawad Fatayer)
168. Occupational Deviance (Robert Holland)
2:45 pm - 4:15 pm
PLENARY SESSION V:
"Four Decades of Policing in Chicago" (William Geller)
2:45 pm - 4:15 pm
PANELS
169. HIV Assessment and Response to AIDS for Prison Populations (Mark
Blumberg)
170. Helping Inmates Cope with Incarceration (Diane Dwyer)
171. Institutional Treatment Services and Their Effects (Greg Pierce)
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172. The Merits of Boot Camp Programs (Gregory Clark)
173. The Criminalization and Prosecution of White-Collar Crimes (Jurg
Gerber)
174. Research on Sexual Harassment (Joseph Scott)
175. Public Opinion and Criminal Justice Policy (TBA)
176. Crime, Delinquency, and Social Change: Comparative Views (Gene
Stephens)
177. Pedagogy for International Criminal Justice: An Analysis of Objectives
and Methods (Robert McCormack)
178. Juvenile Drug Use (Richard Dembo)
179. Roundtable: Environmental Crime Along the South Texas-Mexican
Border (Idalia Flores)
180. Borrowing Across Legal Systems: Problems and Prospects (Ernest
Uwazie)
181. Organizational Studies in Corrections (Thomas Castellano)
182. Workshop: Foot Fetish, Toe Suckers, and Shoe Sniffers (Lyle Shook)
183. Social Factors in the Causation and Processing of Juvenile Delinquency (Deon Brock)
4:30 pm - 6:00 pm
PLENARY SESSION VI:
'Varieties of Community Policing" (Craig Uchida)
4:30 pm - 6:00 pm
PANELS
184. Roundtable: Victims of Crime: The Forgotten Half of Criminal Activity
(Shela Van Ness)
185. Constitutional Issues in Capital Punishment (Thomas Hickey)
186. Roundtable: Incarcerated Women: Linking Research and Practice
(Julia Hall)
187. Undergraduate Research in Criminal Justice: Marquette University's
Urban Field Learning Program (Richard Zevitz and James Albritton)
188. An Academic Life Workshop on the Myths and Realities of a Career in
Academia (Faith Lutze)
189. Female Scholarship and Justice in the Progressive Era (Imogene
Moyer)
190. Research on Stalking and Incest (TBA)
191. Social and Cultural Correlates of Crime (TBA)
Saturday, March 12, 1994
8:00 am -10:00 am
ACJS Registration
12:00 pm - 4:00 pm
Didactic Workshop:
Communities
and
Policing
12:00 pm - 4:00 pm
Didactic Workshop: Communities
& Crime
8:00 am - 9:30 am
PANELS
192. Community Policing: Theoretical Issues and Critiques (William Brown)
193. The Employment and Socialization of Police Personnel (Samuel
Faulkner)
194. Policy Research on Prisons and Jails (Rick Lovell)
195. Issues in Community Corrections II (Leanne Alarid)
196. Comparative Dimensions of Community, Culture, and Sociallnstitutions in Controlling Crime and Delinquency (Elmer Johnson)
197. New Considerations in Corporate Crime Research (Steve Tombs)
198. Organized Crime: White Collar and International Connections (John
Vollmann Jr)
199. Roundtable: Outcomes Assessment in Criminal Justice, or Academia
and the Bean Counters (Joan Crowley)
200. Student Panel: Juvenile Justice Issues (G David Curry)
201. French Justice System: Past, Present, and Future (Richard Kania and
James Albritton)
202. Workshop: Pryomania: The Sexual Firebug (Lyle Shook)
203. Student Panel: Issues in Juvenile Justice (Andy Giacomazzi)
204. Student Panel: Sexual AggreSSion, Rape, and Prostitution (Betsy
Wright)
205. Crime and Mental Health CNayne Everson)
206. Punishment and the Law: Portraits of Sentencing (Margaret Vandiver)
207. Roundtable: Whither the Lawyers (Terry Edwards and W Richard
Janikowski)
9:45 am - 11 :15 am
PLENARY SESSION VII:
"Corrections
In the Community"
(TBA)
9:45 am - 11 :15 am
PANELS
208. Police Organizations and Their Environment CN Fred Wegener)
209. Police Training and its Impact on Law Enforcement Personnel (Darrell
Cook)
210. Popular Culture, Subculture, and Crime (Donna Hale)
211. Controlling Crime and Delinquency Across Borders (J Michael Olivero)
212. Policy Responses to Domestic Violence (Kathleen Gale)
213. Organized Crime Lifestyles and the Law (Humbert Nelli)
214. Roundtable: Re-Examining the Theory of Differential Oppression
(Robert Regoli)

215. Management and Leadership Issues in the Justice System (Sam
Souryal)
216. Comparative Issues in Sentencing and Corrections (William Wilkinson)
217. Workshop: Characteristics and Behaviors of Serial Arsonists (Allen
Sapp)
218. Student Panel: Community Re-Oriented Policing (Mark Robbins)
219. Student Panel: Community Involvement and Prosocial Behavior
(Michael ReiSig)
220. Contemporary Issues in the Courthouse: Technology, Personnel, and
Mediation (Lawrence Travis III)
221. Cutting Edge Issues in Legal Theory and Criminal Justice (Marvin
Zalman)
222. Student Panel: Issues in Juvenile Justice II (Mary Parker)
11 :30 am - 1:00 pm
PANELS
223. Specialized Police Units and Strategies (John Peters)
224. The Use of House Arrest for Offenders (Tory Caeti)
225. Shock Incarceration (James Marquart)
226. Current Legal Issues in Processing Justice (R Gregory Dunaway)
227. Crime, Delinquency, and Social Change: Comparative Assessments
(William Brown)
228. Regulatory Enforcement and Corporate Deterrence (Colin Goff)
229. Author Meets Critics: Men of Dishonor: Inside the Sicilian Mafia (Pino
Arlacchi)
230. Research on Corrections (TBA)
231. Crime and Rural Communities II (Joseph Donnermeyer)
232. Race, Law, and Justice (Melvin Ray)
233. Workshop: Typologies of Religious Terrorists: Guns, Bombs, and God
(Robert Ruth)
234. Student Panel: Critical Issues in Law Enforcement (Michael Caldero)
235. Student Panel: Serial Killers and Satanism (David Ownby Sr)
236. Managing Money and Clients in the Justice System: Contemporary
Trends (Thomas Castellano)
237. The Criminal Personality (Patricia Van Voorhis)
238. Student Panel: Hate Crimes and Racial Discrimination
(Lynette LeeSammons)
1:15 pm - 2:45 pm
PANELS
239. Special Topics in Criminal Investigations (Alfred Heffernan)
240. Policing Policy: Use of Force, Pursuits, and Community Models (TBA)
241. Gangs, Violence, and Victimization in Prisons (Jeanne Stinchcomb)
242. Juvenile Probation and Restitution (John Hewitt)
243. Overviews of Criminal Justice Systems (James Black)
244. Varieties of Corporate and Elite Deviance (David Emmons)
245. Theories, Methods, and Applications in Measuring Prison System
Performance (William Saylor)
246. Contemporary Socio-Legal Issues (Barry Hancock)
247. Workshop: The 'Theraputic Community' as an Effective In-Prison
Treatment (Mike Rothwell)
248. European Perspectives in Penology and Criminal Justice (David
Struckhoff)
249. Workshop: Casino Gambling and Crime: Understanding and Measuring Impacts (Teri Martin)
250. Student Workshop: Making the Most Out of Graduate Student Research Opportunities in an Academic Setting (Ben Menke)
251. Student Panel: Health Issues in Correctional Settings (Michael Reisig)
252. Deterrence: Theoretical Foundations and Evidence for Formal and
Informal Sanctions (Jerald Burns)
253. Crime, Psychology, and Culture (Barbara Hart)
254. Student Panel: Domestic Violence (Kimberly McGeorge)
3:00 pm - 4:30 pm
PANELS
255. Community Participation in the Crime Prevention Process (Stuart
Traub)
256. Community Corrections (Marilyn McShane)
257. What Works in Rehabilitation:
The Psychology of Criminal Conduct
(Paul Gendreau)
258. Balanced and Restorative Justice for Juveniles: A New Paradigm for
Juvenile Justice (Gordon Bazemore)
259. Student Panel: Victims, Victimology, and Victimization
(Michael Erp)
260. Policing Issues in a Comparative Context (Philip Rhoades)
261. Deterrence: Process, Evaluation, and Policy (Susan Sayles)
262. Workshop: Cognitive Interviewing of Children (Tom Sirkel)

PANELS AND TIMES ARE
SUBJECT TO CHANGE
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ANNOUNCINGThe latest publications of
the ACJS/Anderson Monograph Series

The 1967

President's Crime Commission Report:
Its Impact 25 Years Later
edited by John A. Conley
pp.

$17.95 • 1994 • 160

Hate Crime:
International Perspectives
on Causes and Control
edited by Mark S. Hamm
$18.95 • 1994 • 180

pp.

Other ACJS/Anderson monographs:
Corrections: Dilemmas
and Directions

Violent Crime
and Gun Control

edited by Benekos & Merlo
$18.95·1992·193 pp.

$12.95·1991·98 pp.

The Death Penalty in America:
Current Research
edited by Robert Bohm

$14.95·1991· 148pp.

by Gerald Robin

Woman Battering:
Policy Responses
edited by Michael Steinman
$16.95·1991·264 pp.

What Works in Policing?
Operations and Administration
Examined

Drugs, Crime and
the Criminal Justice System

edited by Cordner & Hale
$15.95·1992·301 pp.

edited by Ralph Weisheit
$21.95• 1990• 405 pp.

anderson publishing co.
p.o. box 1576
cincinnati, oh 45201-1576

phone:
toll free:
fax:

513-421-4142
800-582-7295
513-562-8116
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INSIDE ACJS
ROLANDO del CARMEN
Rolando V del Carmen, professor of criminal justice at Sam Houston State University, received the American Probation and
Parole Association-University
of Cincinnati award during the association's national convention September 18-22, in Philadelphia.
The award is presented to an individual from academia or the government who, over the years, has made a significant national
contribution to the field of probation and parole.
During the last 10 years, del Carmen has given workshops and presentations in more than 40 states under sponsorship of the
National Institute of Corrections and U S Department of Justice. These presentations have covered various aspects of criminal justice,
including the potential liabilities of probation and parole officers. Under a grant from the National Institute of Corrections, del
Carmen wrote a book in the early eighties, later revised, on Potential Liabilities of Probation and Parole Officers. The book has been
used nationally as a guide by state and local probation and parole departments when writing manuals and guidelines. He has also
lectured in various states under APP A sponsorship on the legal aspects of drug testing and wrote the legal section of theAPP A Drug
Testing Guidelines and Practices for Adult Probation and Parole Agencies, the manual used by agencies nationally.
In 1987, del Carmen was appointed by the Governor of Texas to a six-year term in the Texas Commission on Jail Standards, a
nine-member body charged with enforcing policies set by the State of Texas for county jails, and served at one time as the commission's
vice-chairman. He received the 1990 Academy Fellow Award of the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences, the national organization
for academics in criminal justice, and was the first recipient of the Excellence in Research Award at Sam Houston State University.
del Carmen has authored or co-authored several books on Texas law including texts on Texas Juvenile Law and Practice, Texas
Probation Law, and Texas fails: Law and Practice. He has also published articles in national journals, either singularly or in
collaboration with graduate students, on the various legal aspects of community corrections and policing. He is currently revising a
text on Criminal Procedure and is writing a book on Corrections Law and Practice.
In accepting the APPA Award, del Carmen paid tribute to the many academics in criminal justice who have worked hard over
the years to narrow the gap between field and academia. He said that academic research in criminal justice becomes even more
meaningful when shared with field practitioners who are involved in the challenging day-to-day task of translating theory into practice.

Call/or data
Sourcebook of Criminal Justice Statistics 1993
The Utilization of Criminal Justice Statistics
Project is working on the 21st annual
Sourcebook of Criminal Justice Statistics.
This project is funded by the U.S. Department
of Justice, Bureau of Justice Statistics. We
are seeking the assistance of individuals and
organizations who may be able to help identify new or innovative data for possible inclusion in Sourcebook 1993.

If you have conducted any studies or have
knowledge about studies that may be included in any of the above sections, we would
greatly appreciate your forwarding the reports
or information on how to obtain them. Data of
national scope are of particular interest. If you
have any questions about Sourcebook,
please contact us.

Sourcebook is organized into six sections:

Kathleen Maguire
Ann L. Pastore
Hindelang Criminal Justice Research Center
University at Albany
135 Western Avenue Draper 241
Albany, New York
(518) 442-5408
FAX (518) 442-5603

(1) Characteristics of the criminal justice
systems; (2) Public attitudes toward crime
and criminal justice-related topics; (3) Nature
and distribution of known offenses; (4)
Characteristics and distdbution of persons
arrested; (5) Judicial processing of defendants; and (6) Persons under correctional
supervision.

--...
~
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Get there for less!
1994 ACJS Annual Meeting
March 8-12 - Chicago, Illinois
United Airlines and Continental Airlines
Proud to be the official carriers for ACJS.
Save 45% on Continental's full coach fares.
Save 5% on lowest applicable fares, some restrictions apply.
Save 10% on United's unrestricted coach class fares - 3 day advance.
United travel 3/5-3/15/94. Continental travel 3/3-3/17/94.
Lowest fares on any airline are guaranteed at time of booking through
Conventions in America, the official travel service for ACJS.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Win free travel
Lowest fares on any airline guaranteed
Discounts on United and Continental
Free flight insurance of $100,000
Car rental discounts on Alamo Rent A Car
Seat assignments, boarding passes, senior discounts

Win free travel, only when you
book through Conventions in America!
Purchase your ticket through Conventions in America and automatically
become eligible to win two round trip airline tickets on American Airlines
systemwide route. Drawings held bi-monthly at Conventions in America.

~...

~II

Call Conventions in America
1-800-929-4242, ask for Group #331.
Reservation hours 6:30 am to 5:00 pm Pacific Time - 24 hour toll free message center
a;nventions in America, 909 W. Laurel St., San Diego, CA 92101-1224
If you call United directly at 1-800-521-4041, ask for Tour Code #540PZ
Continental direct is 1-800-468-7022, ask for File #ZCI0
Alamo direct is 1-800-732-3232, ID #265724, Rate Code GR.
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Rhine, Edward R (ed) (1993). Reclaiming Offender Accountability:
Intermediate Sanctions for Probation and Parole Violators.
Fredericksburg, VA: Book Crafters. Reviewed by Jon Marc Taylor, Ball State University.
It can easily be argued that probation and parole programs, or "intermediate sanctions," is the largest and most rapidly growing
areas of corrections today. In 1990, the number of offenders assigned to parole and probation sanctions exceeded 3.2 million-- four
times the size of the penal population. The growth rate of probation and parole is 132 percent over the past decade, compared to 128
percent for prison and jail populations.
The American Correctional Association's Reclaiming Offender Accountability: Intermediate Sanctions for Probation and Parole
Violators, edited by Edward R Rhine, is a text that succinctly (in 114 pages) outlines the dynamism of today's wide-ranging probation
and parole policies. The book is divided into 12 short chapters, averaging six to eight pages each, that profiles the efforts of nine
different North American jurisdictions (Federal Bureau of Prisons; states of New York, Missouri, Georgia, and Mississippi; Ontario,
Canada; Cook County (IL) and Morris County (NJ) in managing their probation and parole populations.
The 18 authors are parole and probation officers, supervisors, board members, and policy analysts. This "hands-on" involvement
of the authors is reflected in the articles' nearly exclusive focus on the structure, policies, and procedures of the programs they report
on. The virtual exclusion of theory and brief history of the programs makes the book very practical in nature.
Reclaiming Offender Accountability, by the use of program snapshots, provides the reader with a broad portrait of how
jurisdictions have creatively dealt with the growth of the use of intermediate sanctions. Lurigio, Robinson, and Klosak explain that
today's intermediate sanctions resemble the "alternatives to incarceration" created in the 1970s, but are ideologically and
fundamentally different from past philosophies of rehabilitation, treatment, and reintegration, instead focusing on punishment,
control, and public safety. They note that these programs are meant to achieve a broad spectrum of objectives: the relief of jail and
prison crowding, the expansion of sentencing options, enhancing the proportionality of sentences, reduction of expenditures through
prison diversion, and the provision of "safe and effective community supervision for the high risk offenders" (page 86).
Perhaps the greatest value of this program anthology is the specific examples of how jurisdictions have managed the expanded
demands they confront. For example, Clay and Grinner noted how the U S Parole Commission Community Sanctions Evaluation
Project established one of its goals as the application and "document use of commercially available spreadsheet technology by policy
makers and administrators to identify the cost and benefit of various correctional options, as well as the benefit of enhanced
community sanctions alternatives" (page 27). Another example, cited by Preore, explains how Morris County (NJ) worked to achieve
a comprehensive enforcement network for its intermediate sanctions "by channeling all violators of court orders to one judge in the
Superior Court" (page 100).
The focus of the chapters on the various programs' structures, policies, and procedures, provides a diverse selection of practical
examples and program outlines of how jurisdictions are making intermediate sanctions an effective and efficient alternative to
incarceration or probation. The value of Reclaiming Offender Accountability lies in its immediacy and wide spectrum of reporting.
The policy analyst will find the text useful in designing and evaluating jurisdiction-specific programs by comparing and contrasting
the programs cited with the objectives set forth by their particular governing body and the restraints oflimited resources. The educator
and the student would benefit from the short text as a "reality check" on how theories behind community corrections blend with their
implementation in the real world -- a transition that is difficult to convey in the classroom.
My only criticism of the book, and it is a mild one, lies in its organization. By the time the reader reaches the final chapter,
"Intermediate Sanctions and Violators Policy in Probation and Parole: Prescriptions for the 1990s," the information contained has
already been reviewed by example in the preceding chapters. It would seem that the concluding chapter would be better placed as
the book's introduction, focusing the reader on the issues to be chronicled in the following chapters. The current introduction is better
suited as a conclusion.
'
Reclaiming Offender Accountability: Intermediate Sanctions for Probation and Parole Violators is an excellent addition to any
corrections professional'S library and as a supplemental text for both undergraduate and graduate students studying community
corrections.
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graduate programs are seen and treated as "cash cows," which service hordes of
students with limited faculty and resources. During my presidency, moreover, I
have seen programs fighting turf battles over courses fundamental to a standard
criminal justice curriculum or fighting administrators
with outdated, biased
conceptions of criminal justice as an academic field. What can ACJS do to help
beleaguered departments?
One answer is program accreditation, but I have
never been, nor am I now, a fan of this option: there is no consensus in the
discipline in its favor; it is based on a professional rather than a social science
model; its implementation
and administration
would be enormously
time
consuming; and so on. An alternative, members should recall, is ACJSAcademic
Program Review, a service that attempts to assist departments in their strategic
planning for program development.
But perhaps ACJS should explore additional means to assist departments facing unfair battles. I am persuaded that one
possibility which warrants serious consideration is the development of a "model
program," which might include a suggested curriculum and standards on faculty
qualifications and program resources. In any event, at some point, ACJS must
stand tall and take a more proactive role in defending the academic integrity of
criminal justice programs.
6. ACJS should playa more visible role in creating a vision for criminal
justice education in the 21st century. As one of the important stewards of the
discipline, the Academy should initiate a discussion--perhaps
in the Journal of
Criminal Justice Education or inA CJS Today--on what direction criminal justice
education will need to take to prepare students for the changing realities of the
next century. Perhaps I have been in the classroom too many years, but mysense
is that even a well-taught undergraduate
criminal justice curriculum has inherent
limitations.
Like other social sciences, we do a good job at broadening our
students' perspectives, of helping them to appreciate the contexts that surround
and shape crime and justice. But also like other social sciences, we do much less
to equip students with the ability to create knowledge or even to consume
research on crime issues with a meaningful level of sophistication.
With an
undergraduate
degree, for example, can our students conduct a competent
evaluation study or even assess a study's merits? And if not, what are the costs
to both the discipline's knowledge-base
and to the quality of the justice and
services provided by criminal justice agencies? Is it time for criminal justice to
move beyond the mass education of hundreds of majors to exploring how we
might develop in our students greater conceptual and methodological expertise?
Finally, I want to take this opportunity to thank the many ACJS members
who, in small and in large ways, have supported me during my year in office. It
has been heartening to witness the many good people in the Academy, who with
competence and generosity have worked to lighten my load and, most importantly, to make ACJS a more open, enjoyable, and rewarding organization.
I
hope to see you in Chicago where I can extend my appreciation in person.
Frank Cullen
President, ACJS
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Correct Reference Style: A Matter of Craftsmanship
by Karen Feinberg
Publishing a paper in a journal isn't all glitter and bright lights. Before you
can enjoy the pleasures and benefits of publication, you face a number of
unexciting tasks. One of these far-from-thrilling
jobs is making sure your
references conform to the journal's style. This comes under the heading of
craftsmanship: nobody notices when you do it right, but mistakes or omissions
can be embarrassingly
obvious.
It's in your interest to be as accurate as possible in listing your references.
The copy editor and the proofreader are on hand to find and correct errors, but
probability plays a role here: the more mistakes a reference list contains, the
greater the likelihood that we'll miss something.
Conversely, the more careful
you are with your references, the better the chances that your paper will appear
in print without errors.
Also, time is money. If you're careful in constructing the reference list,
you'll reduce the time we need to spen,d correcting errors. In this way you'll help
keep a lid on ACJS costs (and, in the long run, on your dues).
The ACJS journals, Justice Quarterly and Journal of Criminal Justice
Education, have their own distinctive reference style. It's neither ASA nor APA,
although it resembles both. Below, in correct ACJS style, are examples of the
most commonly used types of references.
Notice the details and the general
layout.

of Crime."

American Journal of Sociology 89:552-84.

Rome." Doctoral

Unpublished

disserta-

manuscript,

Thorgue, A.B. and H.L. Hesselbrock Jr. (1992) "Age and Class Differences
among Shoplifters." Paper presented at annual meeting of theAmerican
Society
of Criminology, New Orleans.
Court case:

Furman v. Georgia 408 U.S. 238 (1972)
Finally, a few general guidelines:
Begin the reference section on a page titled REFERENCES
immediately
following the footnote section. Arrange the references in alphabetical order,
double spaced. If you're listing more than one item by an author or set of
authors, place the earliest first.
List court cases under a separate "Cases Cited" heading following the other
references.
Most important (I repeat), DOUBLE SPACE EVERYTHING.
In both
the editing and the production phases of publication, we need enough white
space to make the necessary marks on your manuscript.
Producing a journal
requires craftsmanship--just
another name for attention to detail-- at every step.
As the author, you can help make this process easier.
Karen Feinberg

is copy editor

Justice Education.

for Justice Quarterly and Journal of Criminal
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THE PRISON JOURNAL
Founded in 1787 by the Pennsylvania Prison Society, The
Prison Journal is now expanding its coverage and increasing its
frequency to better provide scholars and professionals with advanced research and analysis on incarceration and alternative
sanctions.
The journal will continue its affiliation with the Prison
Society under a new collaborative venture with Sage Periodicals
Press (new publisher) and Temple University's Department of
Criminal Justice (new editorial base). The editorial team's aim is
to establish The Prison Journal as a focal point and the forum of
choice for studies, ideas and discussion of adult and juvenile
confinement, treatment interventions, and alternative sanctions.
Contributions in the form of articles, research notes, review
essays and book reviews should explore broad themes of punishment and correctional intervention. Submissions that advance
theory, research, policy, and practice will be considered, as will
descriptive and evaluative accounts of innovative programs and
policies, state-of-the-art surveys and reviews, and legal and historical analyses.
For submission guidelines, contact Alan Harland, Executive
Editor, Temple University, Department of Criminal Justice,
Gladfelter Hall, Philadelphia, PA 19122.

JCJPC
The Journal of Criminal Justice and Popular Culture
(JCJPC), an electronic journal housed on the internet, invites
critical reviews of films, documentaries, plays, lyrics, and other
related visual and performing arts. It also invites original manuscripts from all social scientific fields on the topic of popular
culture and criminal justice. All submissions receive three blind
reviews.
Individuals may subscribe to JCJPC at no cost by sending an
e-mail message to LISTSERV@ALBNYVM1.BITNET and
then following the confirmation guidelines. Those interested in
submitting manuscripts should contact Sean Anderson or Gregory Howard at SUNYCRJ@ALBNYVM1.BITNET.

DEATH AND DYING

papers for a symposium issue entitled "The Impact of BushReagan Judicial Appointments on Criminal Justice."
Papers from all academic disciplines and viewpoints are
sought. APA or Harvard Bluebook format is accepted. Each
paper will undergo a blind review by three referees before a
publication decision is made.
Submission deadline is March 1, 1994. Send an original and
three copies of manuscript to Judy Kaci, California State University, Long Beach, Criminal Justice Department, 1250 Bellflower
Blvd, Long Beach, CA 90840.

PSYCHIC TRAUMA
Behavioral Sciences and the Law is seeking manuscripts for
a forthcoming issue devoted to law and behavioral science concerns related to psychic trauma.
Articles dealing with a variety of issues will be considered.
Possible subject matters are, but not limited to: post -traumatic
stress disorder; criminal victimization, rape and sexual assault;
domestic violence; child abuse; accidents; terrorism; urban violence, etc.
Deadline for submissions is February 1, 1994. Manuscripts
and inquiries should be directed to Charles Ewing, Professor of
Law, State University of New York, Buffalo, NY 14260.

JOURNAL OF OFFENDER REHABILITATION
The Journal of Offender Rehabilitation announces the
planned publication of a special edition, focusing on international
corrections. Manuscripts that address this issue are being sought.
Abstracts may be submitted until March 1, 1994; completed
manuscripts may be submitted until June 1, 1994.
Papers focusing on Asia, Africa, and the Pacific Basin should
be submitted to Greg Newbold, University of Canterbury, Sociology Department, Christchurch, New Zealand; (011) 643-3667001.
Papers focusing on Central and South America, Europe, and
the Islamic nations should be submitted to Chris Eskridge,
University of Nebraska at Omaha, Criminal Justice Department,
Lincoln, NE 68588-0630; (402) 472-6755.

Behavioral Sciences and the Law is seeking manuscripts for
a forthcoming issue of the journal devoted to law and behavioral
science concerns related to death.
Articles detailing with a wide variety of death-related psycholegal issues will be considered. Possible subject matter
includes, but is not limited to: suicide, homicide, accidental
death, euthanasia, wrongful death actions, etc.
Deadline for submissions is April 1, 1994. Manuscripts and
inquiries should be directed to Charles Ewing, Professor of Law,
State University of New York, Buffalo, NY 14260.

Future Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences
annual meeting dates and locations are:

JCCJ

April 1-4, 1996:

The Journal of Contemporary Criminal Justice is soliciting

UPCOMING ACJS
ANNUAL MEETINGS

March 8-12, 1994: Chicago Hilton & Towers
March 8-11, 1995: Boston Park Plaza
Las Vegas Riviera
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exploring

Announcing
a range

seven
of issues

Criminology: Theory, Research,
and Policy
by Gennaro F. Vito and Ronald M. Holmes
both of the University of Louisville

American Corrections,'
Third Edition
by Todd R. Clear,
Rutgers University
and George F.Cole,
University of Connecticut

~

dynamic

titles
on crime
and

justice.

It's About Time: America's
Imprisonment Binge
by John Irwin,
San Francisco State University
and James Austin,
National Council on Crime

Crime::::::U::erican
Dream

Sense and Nonsense About
Crime and Drugs: A Policy
Guide, Third Edition
by Samuel Walker,
University of Nebraska at Omaha

Ethics in Crime and Justice:
Dilemmas and Decisions,
Second Edition
by Joycelyn M. Pollock
Southwest TexasState University

by Steven F.Messner,
University at Albany, State University
of New York
and Richard Rosenfeld,
University of Missouri-St. Louis

Constructions of Deviance:
Social Power, Context,
and Interaction
by Patricia A. Adler,
University of Colorado, Boulder
and Peter Adler,
University of Denver

copy of any of these titles, or to receive information
about our Criminal Justice Series, please fax your request on school
letterhead to 1-800-522-4923 or write to:

To order an examination

Wadsworth Publishing Company
10 Davis Drive. Belmont, CA 94002
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EDITOR SEARCH
The Journal of Crime and Justice is soliciting applications for
the position of Editor. The Editor is responsible for setting the
editorial policy of the journal, and overseeing all aspects of the
peer review process and the daily operations. The new editor will
be appointed in March 1994 and assume his/her duties in September 1994. Applicants must meet the following qualifications:
*Demonstrated record of scholarly activity as indicated by publication in refereed journals, research, and/or book authorship.
*Editorial experience as indicated by past positions as editor or
assistant editor, membership on editorial boards, and/or active
participation as referee for academic journals.
*Earned doctorate or terminal degree in criminal justice or
related field.
*Senior (associate or above) academic rank at host institution.

reviews. Program notes are devoted to innovative/contemporary
programming in criminal justice (not criminal justice education)
and should highlight operations, expectations and/ or evaluations
of the program. Manuscripts should not exceed 30 doublespaced, typed pages, including references (15 pages for research
and program notes). All manuscripts must be submitted in
triplicate and be accompanied by an abstract of 100-150 words.
Please follow APA style for citations, notes, and references.
Manuscripts should be sent to Steven Lab, Editor,loumalof
Crime and Justice, Bowling Green State University, Criminal
Justice Program, Bowling Green, OH 43403-0280.

PA ASSOCIATION OF CRIMINAL
JUSTICE EDUCATORS
The 1994 annual meeting of the Pennsylvania Association of
Criminal Justice Educators will be held April 29-30 at the University Center-Harrisburg. The theme is "War on Drugs".

Applications are due by February 1,1994 and must include:
*A statement of editorial philosophy for the journal.
*A statement of the applicant's qualifications, including a vita.
*A written declaration of support from the host institution
indicating release time, space, financial, and other support to be
supplied by the institution.
Inquiries and applications should be directed to Steven Lab,
Editor, Journal of Crime and Justice, Bowling Green State University, Criminal Justice Program, Bowling Green, OH 434030280; (419) 372-7778.
*******************
Individuals are invited to submit manuscripts to the Journal
of Crime and Iustice reflecting a wide array of criminal justice and
criminologytopics, ranging from criminal justice system issues to
theoretical and methodological discussions. The journal also
publishes brief research and program notes, as well as book

1994 ACJS ANNUAL MEETING
MARCH 8-12
CHICAGO,IL

Papers, including those from students, should be submitted
by March 15, 1994 to Jana Nestlerode, West Chester University,
Criminal Justice Department, West Chester, PA 19383.
New officers include Ron Fennel, president; Jana Nestlerode, vice president; Floyd Liley, secretary-treasurer; and
Reginald Nealy, Julia Hall, and Carolyn Kupperman, executive
board.
For a membership application (dues are $12.50/year), contact Floyd Liley, Mansfield University, Criminal Justice Department, Mansfield, PA 16933; (717) 662-4485.

FBI LAW ENFORCEMENT

BULLETIN

The FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin is currently soliciting
manuscripts on a wide variety of topics relating to policing. Of
particular interest are articles on gangs, elderly issues, abuse or
domestic violence, fraud, and environmental crime. Manuscripts
should not exceed 3,000words, be double-spaced, and submitted
in triplicate for review. When possible, graphs and charts should
be camera-ready. A query letter briefly outlining any article proposal may be sent prior to the preparation of a manuscript.
Forward manuscripts and query letters to Editor, FBI Law
Bulletin, 10th and Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, DC 20535; (202) 324-1726 (fax).

Enforcement

REGISTRATION FEES
Pre-registration

Members
Non-Members
Students
Spouse
Senior Citizens

On-Site

$50
$60

$70
$80

$30

$30

$25
$25

$25
$25

Claremont Graduate School

The 1992-1993 Guide to Graduate Programs
lists an inaccurate telephone number for the
Claremont Graduate School. The correct telephone number is:
(909) 621-8171
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DIDACTIC SEMINARS
At the 1994 ADS meeting in Chicago, the Academy will sponsor four didactic seminars. These seminars are
an attempt to provide new and exciting ways to communicate research knowledge at the annual meeting.
Those wishing to participate in the seminars must pre-register. Enrollment will be limited to 15 participants.
Spaces will be reserved on a first-come, first-served basis. No preference will be given to faculty or students.
Phone reservations will not be accepted.
The four seminars and their directors are:
1. Communities and Corrections (Todd Clear, Rutgers University)
2. Race, Communities, and Crime (Coramae Richey Mann, Indiana University)
3. Communities and Policing (Jack Greene, Temple Univ and Gary Cordner, Eastern Kentucky Univ)
4. Communities and Crime (Robert Bursik, University of Oklahoma)
Directed by a leading scholar on the topic, each seminar will last for about four hours. The seminar is meant
to introduce participants to the existing knowledge-base, with a special emphasis on recent research and
emerging theoretical issues in the area. Although experts may find the seminars of interest, the seminars may
be especially suited for scholars wishing to update their knowledge on a given seminar topic or wishing to
develop a new specialty area.
To pre-register for the seminars, please complete and return the form below. NOTE: Two seminars are
scheduled for the first day of the ADS meeting (Wednesday, March 9th, Noon-4:00) and two for the
conference's final day (Saturday, March 12th, Noon-4:00 pm). Accordingly, participants may sign up for a
maximum of two seminars: one on Wednesday and one on Saturday. The cost for each seminar is $15.00.

DIDACTIC SEMINARS:

PRE-REGISTRATION FORM

Name
Address
Telephone
Please register me for the following seminar(s):
Seminar
Seminar
Seminar
Seminar

1:
2:
3:
4:

Communities and Corrections
Race, Communities and Crime
Communities and Policing
Communities and Crime

Wednesday, March 9th, Noon-4:00 pm
Wednesday, March 9th, Noon-4:00 pm
Saturday, March 12th, Noon-4:00 pm
Saturday, March 12th, Noon-4:00 pm

If the seminar you sign up for is filled, do you want to be placed in another seminar?
Yes. If yes, which seminar (insert number):
_
No.
Return this form (and payment, made payable to ACJS) to: Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences, Northern Kentucky
University, 402 Nunn Hall, Nunn Drive, Highland Heights, KY 41099-5998. Please do not include this payment with ACJS
registration in case your seminar is unavailable.
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